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REDICOR® GETS SCHEDULE  
BACK IN GOOD HEALTH
After nearly 90 percent of the documentation was completed on the construction of Wynn Hospital of 

MVHS in Utica, NY, it was discovered that there was a major electrical line running where a hospital’s 

planned cores were to go – and a six-month delay to get it moved. Already behind schedule, the project 

needed an alternative to traditional cast-in-place concrete cores. Crystal Steel, the project’s fabricator, 

suggested switching to Vulcraft’s RediCor® Modular Steel Form system, which saved three months of 

schedule, allowed for pre-installation of stair and elevator components, gave much tighter tolerances, 

and decreased the projects engineer’s workload.

CASE STUDY

I would recommend RediCor® 
for any project moving forward 
and I’ll be doing that on  
Gilbane’s behalf as well. 
 
Mason Jones, Project Manager - Gilbane 
Building Company

“The Wynn Hospital of MVHS is a large state-of-the-art  
hospital in Utica, New York. Part of the Mohawk Valley 
Health System, the new building consists of a two-floor 
podium and seven story patient tower with a total of 
672,000 sq. ft. of space. The project was partially funded 
by a gift from casino owner Steve Wynn, who grew up 
in Utica. Already behind schedule, the discovery of that 
major utility line running through the building’s proposed 
core was a major concern. By switching to RediCor®,  
much of the delay was averted, and several other  
benefits were gained.

BACKGROUND

WYNN HOSPITAL OF MVHS
UTICA, NY
Project Completion: 2023

General Contractor: Gilbane Building Company

Fabricator: Crystal Steel

Engineer of Record: Korda

Architect: NBBJ

Concrete: Gaetano Construction

Developer: Hammes Company

672,00 square feet
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The switch to RediCor® allowed the project to save 12
weeks of badly needed schedule time. “We’ve saved  
three months on the schedule by incorporating RediCor®,”  
said Gilbane’s Mason Jones. A key aspect of that was  
just-in-time delivery of the RediCor® modules. 

THREE MONTHS OF SCHEDULE SAVINGS WITH TIMELY DELIVERY

Despite being a late-game switch out, RediCor® was an easy 
sell to the design team as it was a shear core design similar to 
the original. The 12-inch concrete walls remained essentially 
as they were originally designed.  
 
“We were just enhancing it with a product that is basically a 
factory-built concrete form-work system,” said Mason Jones, 
Project Manager at Gilbane Building Company. “The benefit 
that we saw by incorporating that system is tremendous.”  
 
The primary way these time savings were achieved was 
by allowing core construction and steel erection to occur 
simultaneously. “Typically a core has to be up and in place 
before you can start steel erection,” explained Justin Seibrant, 
Estimator at Vulcraft. “In comparison, RediCor® is a form 
system that will handle all the loading from the beams and 
the structural side before there’s even concrete in it. You  
can take the core up at the same time you’re taking the  
structure up, so it speeds the entire process up.”  
 
Gilbane’s Jones agreed. “The primary benefit of RediCor® 
versus a traditionally built core is that this could go up with 
the steel erection,” he said. “We were able to work with 
Crystal Steel to identify when we needed each module  
based on the sequence of the steel.”

EASY TO IMPLEMENT -  CORES AND STRUCTURE GO UP SIMULTANEOUSLY

 

With a total of 634,000 square feet of steel deck to
place, erectors had a lot of work to do. For that reason
the decks were designed with faster-installing 32N deck,
which is significantly wider than standard 24-inch deck.
“A lot of that is for the erector,” said Greg Crooker,
District Sales Manager at Vulcraft. 

FASTER AND EASIER ERECTION USING 32N DECK

This prevented slowdowns while not taking up valuable
construction staging space. “The modules were always
on site on time and ready to be set, which was phenomenal,”  
said Jones. “We were never waiting for delivery, and they  
were coming all the way from Nebraska.” 

“They receive more square footage per deck bundle,
move more product faster, and lay out deck faster
because they’re using fewer sheets to cover the same
area. Plus it’s easy to implement since it’s similar to
standard 1-1/2 B deck that everyone is familiar with.”
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Another way RediCor was able to save time and effort of  
the construction team was by pre-installing elevator  
inserts for nine elevator banks.  
 
“With CIP cores, structural drawings for elevators are 
rarely correct. So we pre-coordinated with the elevator 
manufacturer to perform the correct rough openings. We 
also pre-installed the elevator inserts that the rails go on 
so that the erector wouldn’t need to do it in the field,” said 
Christopher Waldrop, Project Manager at Vulcraft.  
 
Gilbane’s Jones agreed, saying “The embed coordination 
done early on was tremendous and really added a lot of value 
to the project. The elevator manufacturer sent inserts out to 
Vulcraft to get installed in the factory, which is a lot more of 
an accurate process than you would traditionally get in the 
field. Our elevator manufacturer is excited about what that 
provides for them and the efficiency they are able to  
provide as well.”

The embed coordination done early 
on was tremendous and really added 
a lot of value to the project. The 
elevator manufacturer sent inserts 
out to Vulcraft to get installed in the 
factory, which is a lot more of an 
accurate process than you would 
traditionally get in the field.  
 
Mason Jones, Project Manager - Gilbane  
Building Company

ACCURATE PRE-INSTALLATION OF ELEVATOR INSERTS TO ELIMINATE HASSLES

“

One reason the project team liked RediCor® was its  
pre-installed stairs, eliminating the need to engineer  
and install scaffolding and temporary stairs. “RediCor®’s  
pre-installed stairs provided immediate access to the 
floors and eliminated a lot of those safety issues early 
on in the project as you’re trying to get guys safely to 
the floor, said Mason Jones, Project Manager at Gilbane 
Building Company. 
 
It isn’t just the stairs that increased the safety factor, but 
the overall design of RediCor®. “You’re eliminating a lot 
of the high-risk exposure from a traditional form-work 
system, Jones continued. “Everything is set by a crane. 
You’ve got man-lifts pumping the concrete and rebar is 
already incorporated into the mods, so it really added a 
lot of value to our project.”

IMMEDIATE VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION ELIMINATING SAFETY ISSUES
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For more details about RediCor®, visit vulcraft.com. 
Details on engineering and sales contacts for your 
area can be found on the site.

ASK AN EXPERT

CALL (402)  844-2400

The Vulcraft team was able to lighten the load on the 
Engineer of Record, who was able to make the connections 
and stairs delegated design work. “We just ask the engineer 
for the loads and we design stairs and connections, do the 

calculations, and get the calculations stamped by a 
licensed engineer,” said Waldrop. “It takes work off of 
the EOR’s plate compared to cast-in-place, where the 
EOR would have to design all those.”

DELEGATED DESIGN TAKES LOAD OFF EOR

Another advantage was the extreme precision, quality, and 
accuracy that comes from using steel forms. “We’re dealing 
with steel tolerances instead of concrete tolerances,” said 
Christopher Waldrop, Vulcraft Project Manager. “Concrete 

guys aren’t known for their correct embed placements.  
Since RediCor® is 3D modeled and factory fabricated, the  
shear tabs, beam connections, and ledge angles are  
exactly where they need to be.”

STEEL TOLERANCES AND PRECISION


